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The problem

Displaying a 2D array as 1-channel image is one of the most common visualization tasks.

Requires choosing a colormap, that goes from the 1D range of data values, to some trajectory 
in the 3D display colorspace (the RGB cube, with 2563 uniformly distributed points).

(Cassini VIMS data retrieved from PDS through pp_titanbrowse)



Problems with standard colormaps

Their definition did not consider how colors are perceived by humans
● Create artifacts, suppressing some data structures, and creating false ones

They are usually limited to 256 values
● Remnant from the days of 8-bit colormapped displays.
● Low dynamic range saturates the ends of the range, or suppresses small variations.



SRGB colorspace sRGB gamut in CIE Lab



Definition of maps in CIE Lab space

Uniform                                                                                                 Smooth

                                                             Ayclical

                                                             Cyclical



Examples

B-W Linear                                        surface                         B-Y uniform (defined here)



Examples – Titan (by Cassini VIMS) on several maps

(defined here)                          (defined here)



Milky way CO map from Dame, Hartmann and Thaddeus 2001

Rainbow used in the paper (683 citations)

B-Y uniform (defined here)



Summary

Standard colormaps found in common software tend to be too simple.

Rainbow maps are particularly inadequate.

CIE Lab space provides a framework to measure color differences and define maps.

This work defines maps in CIE Lab for:
● Low or high spatial frequencies.
● Cyclic or acyclic variables.
● Standard (8-bit) or wider dynamic range.
● Completely uniform, or (wider) smooth color variations.

Map definitions are still being experimented with:
● other trajectories need to be tested (simultaneous hue/lightness variation)
● more work on their optimization (through CAMs) is needed.
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